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Data

This is data to be included in my package

Description

This is data to be included in my package

Usage

data(Data)

Format

A data frame with 60 rows and 12 column

PCAIndex

Soil Quality Index Based on Regression

Description

Soil Quality Index Based on Regression

Usage

PCAIndex(DataFrame, OptimumValue)

Arguments

DataFrame: Data set with first column as factors
OptimumValue: Optimum value of each variable; Minimum and maximum coded as "1111" and "9999" respectively.

Value

• PCAIndex: Final index
RegIndex

References


Examples

```r
library("SQI")
OP<-c(7,1111,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1111)
PIndex<-PCAIndex(DataFrame = Data,OptimumValue = OP)
```

---

**RegIndex**

**Soil Quality Index Based on Regression**

**Description**

Soil Quality Index Based on Regression

**Usage**

```r
RegIndex(DataFrame, Dep_col, OptimumValue)
```

**Arguments**

- **DataFrame**: Data set with first column as factors
- **Dep_col**: Dependent variable column number
- **OptimumValue**: Optimum value of each variable; Minimum and maximum coded as "1111" and "9999" respectively.

**Value**

- **RegIndex**: Final index

**References**

ScoingIndex

Description

Soil Quality Index Based on Linear Scoring

Usage

ScoingIndex(DataFrame, OptimumValue)

Arguments

DataFrame Data set with first column as factors
OptimumValue Optimum value of each variable; Minimum and maximum coded as "1111" and "9999" respectively.

Value

• Raw_mean: Raw score
• Index: Final index

References


Examples

library("SQI")
OP<-c(7,1111,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,9999,1111)
RIndex<-RegIndex(DataFrame = Data,Dep_col=7,OptimumValue = OP)

ScoingIndex

Soil Quality Index Based on Linear Scoring
Index
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